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Motivation

Problem: given a referential expression and image localize 
the entities
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Related work

Main idea: dynamic assembling network architecture with 
modules for simple tasks
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Layout (Parsing)

Main idea: dynamic assembling network architecture with 
modules for simple tasks



Modules
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Example

Main idea: dynamic assembling network architecture with 
modules for simple tasks



Motivation

Localizing entities based on arbitrary 
natural language expression is a 
challenging problem.
Previous work either treat referential 
expression holistically, or relies on a 
fixed set of entity and relationship 
categories.



Model in the paper



Expression parsing

the apple on top of the bookshelf
the apple on top of the bookshelf

Results from syntactic parsers not always correspond to intuitive 
visual representations 



Expression parsing
 

Bi-LSTM
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Relationship module



Loss function

Ground truth subject and object

Ground truth subject only



Synthetic dataset

Shapes in different colors and size
5 by 5 grid

[subject] [relationship] [object]



Experiments on synthetic dataset

VGG-16 pretrained on 
ImageNet classification
Bounding box proposals are 5 
by 5 grids



Experiments on synthetic dataset

Baseline model: localization without relationship
Full model: localization and relationship



Qualitative results on synthetic dataset



Visual Genome dataset

Real images and relationship annotations



Visual Genome dataset

Multiple expressions and bounding boxes on the images



Experiments on Visual Genome dataset

Fc7 output of a Faster-RCNN 
VGG-16 pretrained on MSCOCO 
detection dataset



Experiments on Visual Genome dataset

Baseline model: localization without relationship
Full model: localization and relationship
Subject only: find the correct subject
Subject-object: find the correct subject-object pair



Qualitative results on Visual Genome dataset

Performance of language representation 



Qualitative results on Visual Genome dataset



Google-Ref dataset

Real images and relationship 
expression
Only have ground truth bounding 
box for the subject



Experiments on Google-Ref dataset

Same configuration on CNN and baseline model
Model (w/ external parser): using external language parser 
instead of language representation module



Qualitative results on Google-Ref dataset



Qualitative results on Google-Ref dataset



Visual-7W dataset



Visual-7W dataset

Multiple choices questions start 
with which.



Experiments on Visual-7W dataset

Fc7 output of a Faster-RCNN 
VGG-16 pretrained on MSCOCO 
detection dataset
RPN in Faster-RCNN to proposal 
regions for object



Experiments on Visual-7W dataset

Same configuration on CNN and baseline model
Model (w/ external parser): using external language parser 
instead of language representation module



Qualitative results on Visual-7W dataset



Qualitative results on Visual-7W dataset



Comments 

Contribution: 
      Compositional module for subjects, objects, relations 
      Attention mechanism to split the expression 
Limitation: 
      Need special format of the referential expression 



Potential Extensions

Potential Changes: 
       Changing relationships to sentences 
       (using a dataset with frames and learning just a FC layer for 
       each role) 
       (Or learning the frames) 
Potential Improvements: 
       Better visual feature extractors 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